
What does 
a mentor 

skillset look 
like?

Questions for myPath?

What community 
are they 

representing? how 
do they know?

Is there a 
criteria to 

be a 
mentor?

What information 
does myPath 

need about the 
mentor to build a 

profile?

What resources 
do myPath 

mentors need 
to be 

successful?

What does 
successful 

journey look 
like for a 
mentor?

Why do 
they want 

to be a 
mentor?

What types of 
experts typically 

want to be 
mentors? What 

expertise do they 
have?

How do 
mentors get 

help or 
support along 
their journey?

Fin Mentor Persona



Fin Mentor Journey
Mentorship Program Goal: Build out a “Financial Action Plan” for mentee that they successfully complete.

Financial Mentor Journey

Onboarding Fin Mentor Forum Fin Mentor Curriculum

Orientation ("Train the Trainer (Mentor)") OFF PLATFORM

Learning Modules ("Train the Trainer (Mentor)") ON PLATFORM

Post- Evaluation

Onboarding TO 
PLATFORM Onboarding TO PROGRAM

Fin Mentor Profile Info Collection:
- Basic Information
- Self Assessment (results 
coaching style, etc.)
- Provide Bio, Fun Facts, Their 
Why, etc (mark what will be 
visible to others)

Topics:
- What is myPath Next?
- How to use myPath 
Next?
- What will you find 
while using myPath 
Next? (resources, etc.)

Fin Mentor Commitment:
- What does it mean to be a 
mentor?
- What does it look like to be a 
mentor?
- What is expected of you as a 
mentor?
*Sign OFF*

Complete required myPath 
Paperwork

Introduction to being a Mentor:
- Getting resources ready (tech readyness, 
mentor guide, etc.)
- Mentor Forum Onboarding (intro yourself, 
etiquette, expectations, ask questions, best 
practices, etc.)

myPath Next:
- Reviews and assesses 
Mentor Profile information
- Matches with mentee(s)

myPath Next:
- Warm welcome to program/platform
- Introduces mentor to mentee(s)

Need to audit content to 
understand what can be 

asynchronous vs in- person 
(curriculum process/content can 

be parallel)

Is the content segment based on 
mentor's expertise?

Knowledge Base Topics:
- Tech Tools
- Relationship building with youth/mentee
- Setting financial goals with mentee
- List of youth- friendly fin products that 
mentors can share with mentees (offered by 
myPath partners)

Evaluate:
- Mentorship process
- Mentor curriculum
- Mentor supports
- Mentee provides feedback 
about mentor
- Mentor & Mentee tracks 
progress on Fin Action Plan

myPath Next:
- Guides them through the program
- Facilitates curriculum journey
- Supports Mentor <> Mentee relationship (prep checklist, meeting tools, etc.)

Knowledge Base

Activities 
(roleplaying)

Learning Modules

Goal: Develop a "Financial Action Plan" for mentee

myPath Next:
- Reviews and tracks 
mentorship progress
- Tracks Fin Action Plan 
progress/completion/obst
acles

myPath Next 
(identifies 
either platform 
or staff)

myPath Next:
- Introduces mentor 
to the platform

Mentor Works with Mentee
Embeded 
Journey?

Youth Goals:
- saving strategies
- improve credit
- understand investing
- improve financial confidence
- develop financial stability
- see what the program offers
- strengthen financial knowledge

Define the 
goals per 

sub- 
journey



Journey - Esor Features
Financial Mentor Journey

Onboarding Fin Mentor Forum Fin Mentor Curriculum

Orientation OFF PLATFORM

Learning Modules ON PLATFORM

Post- Evaluation

Onboarding TO 
PLATFORM Onboarding TO PROGRAM

myPath Next:
- Reviews and assesses 
Mentor Profile information
- Matches with mentee(s)

myPath Next:
- Warm welcome to program/platform
- Introduces mentor to mentee(s)

myPath Next:
- Guides them through the program
- Facilitates curriculum journey

myPath Next:
- Reviews and tracks 
mentorship progress
- Tracks Fin Action Plan 
progress/completion/obst
acles

myPath Next 
(identifies 
either platform 
or staff)

myPath Next:
- Introduces mentor 
to the platform

Adult Fin Mentor Log 
In

Mentor Role and 
Responsibility and 

Commitment

Engagement with 
Peer Mentors

Assessment 
(Appinium?)

Learning Plan (Appinium)

Learning Catalog (Appinium)

FAQ Template (Part of Kbase?)

Form - Mentor sign 
up record

Online Financial Planning Tool (Action Plan Development)

myPath has: Program Content Map (Knowledge Base?)

Are these all the 
features and 

functionality needed 
to accomplish each 
sub- journey goals?

Welcome page

will the user 
need to bounce 

between 
platforms to 

complete this?Preboard

Registration Process 
for Mentors Assessment Report

Reports and Dashboards

Credit Checker not sure where 
this would 

land along the 
journeyAssessment Report

Do users 
see this 

to?

Reports and Dashboards

who sees 
this 

information?



Questions for myPath?Fin Mentee Persona

Background
- Basic financial fundamentals but looking to learn more
- Has a lot of questions about the financial system
- Curious about specific areas of the financial system
- Already started trying to save, build credit, etc
-

Goals
I want to learn more about:
- saving strategies
- improve credit
- understand investing
- improve financial confidence
- develop financial stability
- see what the program offers
- strengthen financial knowledge

Motivations
- Understand and improve my credit
- Build financial freedom for myself
- Develop a budget and stick to it

Obstacles
- No opportunities to financial education and 
tools
- Doesn't know next steps or best practices 
after trying something
- Needs support in creating a long- term 
financial strategy

What does 
success 

look like for 
mentee?

Eligibility for Mentor Program
Youth are ineligible to participate in mentoring:
- if they are under 18
- the mentor may evaluate the assessment report to see if they are ready for the 
program, if not they can be recommended for the Savings education or Credit based 
on the evaluation (in this case the Mentor can act as a Site Facilitator based on their 
knowledge of the Young Adult's needs)

What guidelines 
are available for 
mentor/mentee 

interactions?

What is the 
criteria to 

be 
a mentee?

What resources 
are currently 
available to 

mentee (myPath 
and not myPath- 

related)?

Where do 
mentees go 
outside of 

mentor to get 
help/support?



Fin Mentee Journey
Financial Mentor Journey

Onboarding Fin Mentor Forum Fin Mentor Curriculum

Orientation ("Train the Trainer (Mentor)") OFF PLATFORM

Learning Modules ("Train the Trainer (Mentor)") ON PLATFORM

Post- Evaluation

Onboarding TO 
PLATFORM Onboarding TO PROGRAM

Fin Mentor Profile Info Collection:
- Basic Information
- Self Assessment (results 
coaching style, etc.)
- Provide Bio, Fun Facts, Their 
Why, etc (mark what will be 
visible to others)

Topics:
- What is myPath Next?
- How to use myPath 
Next?
- What will you find 
while using myPath 
Next? (resources, etc.)

Fin Mentor Commitment:
- What does it mean to be a 
mentor?
- What does it look like to be a 
mentor?
- What is expected of you as a 
mentor?
*Sign OFF*

Complete required myPath 
Paperwork

Introduction to being a Mentor:
- Getting resources ready (tech readyness, 
mentor guide, etc.)
- Mentor Forum Onboarding (intro yourself, 
etiquette, expectations, ask questions, best 
practices, etc.)

myPath Next:
- Reviews and assesses 
Mentor Profile information
- Reviews and assesses 
Mentee Profile 
information
- Matches with mentee(s)

myPath Next:
- Warm welcome to mentor 
program/platform
- Prepares mentor to meet mentee
- Introduces mentor to mentee(s)
- Prepares mentee to meet mentor
- Mentor and mentee use given 
tools to record intro document intro 
meeting
- Mentor & Mentee provide 
feedback post- intro meeting (e.g. 
good match?)

Need to audit content to 
understand what can be 

asynchronous vs in- person 
(curriculum process/content can 

be parallel)

Is the content segment based on 
mentor's expertise?

Knowledge Base Topics:
- Tech Tools
- Relationship building with youth/mentee
- Setting financial goals with mentee
- List of youth- friendly fin products that 
mentors can share with mentees (offered by 
myPath partners)

Evaluate:
- Mentorship process
- Mentor curriculum
- Mentor supports
- Mentee provides feedback 
about mentor
- Mentor & Mentee tracks 
progress on Fin Action Plan

myPath Next:
- Guides them through the program
- Facilitates curriculum journey
- Supports Mentor <> Mentee relationship (prep checklist, meeting tools, etc.)
- Provides a space to record mentor <> mentee relationship and progress

Knowledge Base

Activities 
(roleplaying)

Learning Modules

Goal: Develop a "Financial Action Plan" for mentee

myPath Next:
- Reviews and tracks 
mentorship progress
- Tracks Fin Action Plan 
progress/completion/obs
tacles
- Provides resources to 
help complete the Fin 
Action Plan

myPath Next:
- Introduces mentor 
to the platform

Mentor Works with Mentee
Embeded 
Journey?

Define the 
goals per 

sub- 
journey

Mentee:
- Understands the 
expectations and outcomes 
of the mentorship program

What and How 
are Learning 

Circles 
defined?

Mentee understands:
- What is myPath Next?
- How to use myPath 
Next?
- What will you find 
while using myPath 
Next? (resources, etc.)

Mentee Commitment:
- Decides to enroll and 
commit to move forward in 
the program
- Sign a formal commitment 
to begin mentorship
*Sign OFF*

Mentee:
- Reviews Mentor Profile
- Prepares for intro meeting with 
mentor
- During meeting with mentor, discuss 
goals, obstacles and take notes
- Post meeting reflect on intro meeting, 
what can the mentor provide, next 
steps, etc

Mentee:
- Prepares each session with mentor 
(e.g. preparing summary actions taken, 
reflections, etc)
- During... GAP What are they 
working on? Creating Action Plan 
together? How?
- Post meeting, reflect on meeting, next 
steps, etc

What takes place 
during a mentor 
session? What 

tools and 
resources are 

accessed?

Mentee:
Learning Circles - need more 
information

Mentee:
- Shares what they thought 
about the program
- Shares what they thought 
about the mentor
- Shares their progress on their 
Fin Action Plan
- Use platform as support to 
complete Fin Action Plan

Mentor Goal: Develop a relationship and help guide a young person's financial future.
Mentee Goal: Action financial strategies and best practices to achieve their personal financial goals.
Mentorship Program Goal: Build out a “Financial Action Plan” for mentee that they successfully complete.

myPath Next 
(platform, 

program, staff)

Mentee

Mentor

Bolded items 
- new actions 

based on 
mentee

Does the mentee 
also have a 

curriculum or 
content they go 
through while 
working with 

mentor?

Financial Mentee Journey



Journey - Esor Features
Financial Mentor Journey

Onboarding Fin Mentor Forum Fin Mentor Curriculum

Orientation OFF PLATFORM

Learning Modules ON PLATFORM

Post- Evaluation

Onboarding TO 
PLATFORM Onboarding TO PROGRAM

myPath has: Program Content Map (Knowledge Base?)

Are these all the 
features and 

functionality needed 
to accomplish each 
sub- journey goals?

myPath Next:
- Reviews and assesses 
Mentor Profile information
- Reviews and assesses 
Mentee Profile 
information
- Matches with mentee(s)

myPath Next:
- Warm welcome to mentor 
program/platform
- Prepares mentor to meet mentee
- Introduces mentor to mentee(s)
- Prepares mentee to meet mentor
- Mentor and mentee use given 
tools to record intro document intro 
meeting
- Mentor & Mentee provide 
feedback post- intro meeting (e.g. 
good match?)

myPath Next:
- Guides them through the program
- Facilitates curriculum journey
- Supports Mentor <> Mentee relationship (prep checklist, meeting tools, etc.)
- Provides a space to record mentor <> mentee relationship and progress

myPath Next:
- Reviews and tracks 
mentorship progress
- Tracks Fin Action Plan 
progress/completion/obs
tacles
- Provides resources to 
help complete the Fin 
Action Plan

myPath Next:
- Introduces mentor 
to the platform

User Login

Onboarding

Demo Platform

User Interface

Self- Assessment

Knowledge Base Support Tickets

General 
- Youth Young 
Adult Journey 

Features

Program Evaluations (Half and End Point)

Reminders

Training

Specific 
- Youth 

Financial 
Mentee

myPath Next 
(platform, 

program, staff)

Mentee

Mentor

Mentor 
Features 

Set

Financial Mentee Journey

Preboard

Registration Process 
for Mentors

Adult Fin Mentor Log 
In

Mentor Role and 
Responsibility and 

Commitment

Engagement with 
Peer Mentors

Assessment 
(Appinium?)

Learning Plan (Appinium)

Learning Catalog (Appinium)

FAQ Template (Part of Kbase?)

Form - Mentor sign 
up record

Online Financial Planning Tool (Action Plan Development)

Welcome page

will the user 
need to bounce 

between 
platforms to 

complete this?
Reports and Dashboards

Credit Checker not sure where 
this would 

land along the 
journey

Intro to Mentoring 
Program

Mentee Sign- Up and 
Commitment

Matching Mentor 
and Mentee

Mentee Registration

Mentee Log In

Welcome page

Mentor- Mentee Meeting

Online Financial Planning Tool (Action Plan Development)

does registration 
happen before, 

during, after 
information 

collections or is this 
list given by partners 

(& outreach?)?

Reports and Dashboards

who sees 
this 

information?



Questions for myPath?Youth/YA Persona
Background
- high school, new to financial capability context
- Money management
- Basic banking
- Saving goals
- Comes through programs via a partnership program (ex. Youth Build) (ex. NP, County, 
national program)
- Approx 80% of myPath Programming
- start with money management, basic banking, setting savings goal

Goals
- Learn the basics of financial best practices
- Learn how the financial industry works
- Take first financial actions

Motivations
- Build good credit
- Understand the banking and financial system
- Help create a stable financial future

Obstacles
- Missing educational resources
- Missing best practices and guidance
- Don't have skills to create a strategy/roadmap

Recommend 
focusing on one 
persona here - 

recommend 
focusing on youth if 

they are 80% of 
users.

Background
- community college, starting their careers; different goals (ex. Housing, car), 
concerned about their credit
- Still starts with money based on an assessment of where they are
- Tends to start with credit
- Offers financial mentoring
- Comes through the program via outreach programs through a program or initiative
- Approx 20% of myPath Programming
- sometimes start with basics (Youth segment), otherwise; credit, mentors engage YA 
on other specific topics (debt managing, college financing, etc)

Youth

Young Adult

Goals
- Learn the basics of financial best practices
- Develop good credit to start making decisions 
about their financial future
- Create a financial strategy for managing 
debt/college costs

Motivations
- May feel late in getting a handle on finance 
knowledge
- Nervous about starting their careers, families, 
making big purchases/investments

Obstacles
- Needs guidance from those who have 
experience, advice they can trust
- Focused on life after college, lots to navigate, 
finance is just another "foreign language"

Are there any 
testimonials or 
interviews with 

youth/young 
adults?



Youth/YA Journey
Youth / Young Adult Goal: Get answers to my financial questions and understand actions I can take to build a better financial future.

Youth / Young Adult Journey

Post- EvaluationOnboarding TO PLATFORM

Onboarding TO 
PROGRAM / 

CONTENT
(both 

youth/young 
adult receive 

general 
onboarding to 

learning 
environment)

Self Assessment
- Demographic
- Build a myPath Next Profile
- Current Financial knowledge
- Financial Goals? Hopes from using myPath Next?

Topics:
- What is myPath Next?
- How to use myPath Next?
- What will you find while using myPath Next? 
(resources, etc.)

Commitment to platform/program:
- What does it mean to use myPath Next?
- Why you use myPath Next?
- What tools do you use and why?
- What does being a member of myPath Next looks like?
*Sign OFF*

Complete required myPath Paperwork

myPath Next:
- Reviews and evaluate youth/YA assessment 
information
- Matches and segments youth/YA's learning 
environment

myPath Next:
- Introduction to learning environment

Evaluate:
- Youth / Young Adult reflect 
on learning environment
- Gives feedback (quality, 
what they'd like to see, etc)
- Download or Print out their 
notebook

myPath Next:
- Provide learning materials to help learn, set, and achieve financial goals
- Offers resources, materials, tools to support them along their financial journey

myPath Next:
- Reviews and tracks  
progress
youth/YA

myPath Next:
- Introduces youth/YA to platform
- Gains youth/YA commitment

Young Adult Learning Environment Content

Segmented 
(based on 

assessment - 
enter either youth 

only content or 
gains access to 

full suite)

Youth Learning Environment Content ONLY

Action Items after learning module:
- Set financial goals
- Set personal goals
- Taking notebooks and reflecting on material they recently completed

Learning Environment Content
- Youth ONLY Content
- Youth Content is included in Young Adult (Young Adult includes all content)

Core Programs Confirm what are 
the core programs? 

How are they 
delivered (self- paced 

or in- person or 
blended) currently?Segment in programming:

- Youth: start with money management, basic banking, 
setting savings goal
- Young Adults: sometimes start with basics (Youth 
segment), otherwise; credit, mentors engage YA on other 
specific topics (debt managing, college financing, etc)

Youth Content 
acts as intro to 

Young Adult 
Content

myPath Next 
(identifies 
either platform 
or staff)



Journey - Esor Features
Youth / Young Adult Journey

Post- EvaluationOnboarding TO PLATFORM
Onboarding TO 

PROGRAM / 
CONTENT

(both 
youth/young 
adult receive 

general 
onboarding to 

learning 
environment)

myPath Next:
- Reviews and evaluate youth/YA assessment 
information
- Matches and segments youth/YA's learning 
environment

myPath Next:
- Introduction to learning environment

myPath Next:
- Provide learning materials to help learn, set, and achieve financial goals
- Offers resources, materials, tools to support them along their financial journey

myPath Next:
- Reviews and tracks  
progress
youth/YA

myPath Next:
- Introduces youth/YA to platform
- Gains youth/YA commitment

Young Adult Learning Environment Content

Segmented 
(based on 

assessment - 
enter either youth 

only content or 
gains access to 

full suite)

Youth Learning Environment Content ONLY

User Login

Onboarding

Demo Platform

User Interface

Knowledge Base Support Tickets

Learning Environment (Appinium?)

myPath Next 
(identifies 
either platform 
or staff)

Self- Assessment

Assessment Report

Assessment Report

Do users 
see this 

to?

Preboard

Youth/YA User 
Registration

does registration 
happen before, 

during, after 
information 

collections or is this 
list given by partners 

(& outreach?)?

Content 
Management / 

Audience Targeting

Welcome Page

Youth Program 
Application

Automation 
Response

Youth Adult 
Communication

Post Questions

Topic Related 
Forums

Post Comments

Keyword Reporting

Curated FAQ

Virtual hosted 
events

Direct and Private 
Communication

Moderation

Platform Permissions

Share Content

Share Video 
Content

Post Contests and 
Challenges

Goal Tracking 
(exercise)

Evaluation 
Questionnaire 

(Appinium)

Goal Tracking Tool

Savings Tracking 
Tool

Budgeting Tool

Credit Score Tool

Revisit and Track 
Progress

Access to Tutorials

Program Post 
Assessment



Questions for myPath?Site Facilitator Persona

Additional Notes
- based CBO (community based organization) missioned aligned with myPath
- 70 active for 2022 (at least one per cohort)
- Programming cycle touchpoints
  - connect with mypath before each cycle
  - meet regularly to discuss challenges, etc
  - end of program, lesson learned review
- Program onboarding
  - discuss the “why” for mypath and CBO leadership

Goals
- sustainable impact on their young people
- driving larger youth outcomes through 
financial capability

Motivations
- want to influence youth
- want youth to be successful

Obstacles
- lack of financial knowledge
- limited resources
- resistance to mypath way
- may lack confidence in delivering myPath’s 
model

Is there any more 
data or 

information 
around "who" site 

facilitators are?

Background
- current in- house coordinator at a partner already working with youth/young adults
- Some experience with finance but might not be able to align with youth experience

Are there 
testimonals 

from youth we 
can read about 
site facilitators?

Any surveys or 
evaluations 

from SF about 
programming 

and experience?



Site Facilitator Journey
Site Facilitator Goal: blank

Site Facilitator Journey

Onboarding TO PLATFORM

Topics:
- What is myPath Next?
- How to use myPath Next?
- What will you find while using myPath 
Next? (resources, etc.)

Onboarding TO PROGRAM

Profile Info Collection:
- Basic Information
- Self Assessment (facilitation style, 
etc.)
- Provide Bio, Fun Facts, Their Why, etc 
(mark what will be visible to others)

Site Facilitator Commitment:
- What does it mean to be a Site 
Facilitator?
- What does it look like to be a Site 
Facilitator?
- What is expected of you as a Site 
Facilitator?
*Sign OFF*

Complete required myPath Paperwork

SF Training Program (TtT)

Topics:
- understand the youth 
experience
- best practices & skills 
for site facilitators
- review program checklist
- self- serve education 
(facilitation & public 
speaking, referral to fin 
mentorship, directing 
youth to basic fin 
resources)

Programming Implementation

Onboarding Being A Site Facilitator

Topics:
- intro to delivery
- education on fin 
capability
- perceptions exercise
- historical context - 
redlining and beyond 
activities
- facilitation 101
- banking 101
- workshop prep preview
- intro to continuing 
education resources
- program management 
tutorial
- how to get help from 
myPath

Post Training

Topics:
- review and complete 
prep checklist
- prep for first activity 
with youth/young adult
- review payroll and 
accounts
- understanding 
youth/young adult part of 
program cohort (banked, 
etc)
- review knowledge base

(During) Youth Program

- implement program and work with youth
- data report, review progress
- reflection exercise with participants
- moderate forums for youth/young adult

Post- Evaluation

Evaluate:
- final report to review data 
(can share out with youth to 
celebrate progress, goals 
completed)
- certification for site 
facilitator based on 
experience
- closing evaluation
- post- program forum opens 
up for continued education 
and sharing resources
- participants write 
testimonials

myPath Next:
- Reviews and assesses Profile 
information

myPath Next:
- onboards SF to program
- demos platform and examples
- reviews resources and how the program works
- Facilitates curriculum journey
- supports SF in prepping for program implementation

myPath Next:
- Reviews and tracks 
program progress
- reviews evaluations, 
feedback, testimonials

myPath Next:
- Introduces mentor to the 
platform

myPath Next:
- Reviews and tracks program progress
- Checks in with SF on progress and 
confidence
- offers supporting resources (knowledge 
base, mypath contact)



Journey - Esor Features
Site Facilitator Journey

Onboarding TO PLATFORM Onboarding TO PROGRAM

SF Training Program (TtT)

Programming Implementation

Onboarding Being A Site Facilitator Post Training

(During) Youth Program

Post- Evaluation

myPath Next:
- Reviews and assesses Profile 
information

myPath Next:
- onboards SF to program
- demos platform and examples
- reviews resources and how the program works
- Facilitates curriculum journey
- supports SF in prepping for program implementation

myPath Next:
- Reviews and tracks 
program progress
- reviews evaluations, 
feedback, testimonials

myPath Next:
- Introduces mentor to the 
platform

myPath Next:
- Reviews and tracks program progress
- Checks in with SF on progress and 
confidence
- offers supporting resources (knowledge 
base, mypath contact)

Log In

Site Facilitator Role 
and Responsibility 
and Commitment

Site Facilitator 
Assessment

Log Site Facilitator Experience

Assessment Report
10 Demo Video

Site Facilitator Checklist

Program Expectations Checklist

Upcoming Task

Reflection Exercise

Site Facilitator 
Highlights

Site Facilitator Access

myPath has: Program Content Map (Knowledge Base?)

Knowledge Base Support Tickets

Assessment Report

Do users 
see this 

to?

Welcome Page

Site Facilitator Continuing Education

Reports and Dashboard

Reports and Dashboard

who sees 
this 

information?



Mentor

Site Facilitator

Financial Mentorship Program

Cohort Program(s) (core programs?)

Youth

Young Adult

assessment

assessment

assessment

Mentee

Participant

Graduate

Continuing 
Education

Alumni

Partner
Wants/Needs

myPath Partnership/Outreach Lead
myPath Support

Outreach
Fin Mentor, 
only offered 

to Young 
Adult?

Youth only 
have one path 

into Core 
Programming?

program 
onboarding

Training

Training

Outsource 
(freelance, experts)

Programming Flow Overview Dra�t



Common Flow Dra�t
Onboarding

Forum or Community

Program Post- Evaluation

Onboarding TO 
PLATFORM

Onboarding TO 
PROGRAM

Preboard

Registration Process 
for Users Login

Welcome Page

Role and 
Responsibility and 
Commitment Sign 

Off

(Self) Assessment

(Self) Assessment 
Report

Platform Onboarding 
(Video?)

Content 
Management / 

Audience Targeting

Keyword Reporting

Moderation

Platform Permissions

Post Contests and 
Challenges

Post Questions

Topic Related 
Forums

Post Comments

Virtual hosted 
events

Direct and Private 
Communication

Share Content

Share Video 
Content

Engagement with 
Peer Mentors

Curated FAQ Goal Tracking 
(exercise)

Evaluation 
Questionnaire 

(Appinium)

Goal Tracking Tool

Savings Tracking 
Tool

Budgeting Tool

Credit Score Tool

Revisit and Track 
Progress

Access to Tutorials

Upcoming Task

Reflection Exercise

Learning Plan 
(Appinium)

Learning Catalog 
(Appinium)

Program 
Features/Content

Forum 
Features/Content

Program Post 
Assessment

Onboarding TO PLATFORM

Login Page Welcome to myPath Next Generic Tutorial What's Next

lives in 
kbase 

too

Persona Tutorial

how 
you'll use 
it as a...

welcome page, 
explains what 
the platform is

general 
how to

next steps, 
what you'll 

see next

Program

next steps, 
sign off, 

assessment, 
entry

should participants 
fill out any forms at 

this stage - like 
demographic info, 

coaching 
questionnaire, fin 

knowledge?

what do they 
need to know, 

what actions will 
they take or need 
to take, what to 

prepare

What is essential 
for each persona, 

in order to 
complete 

completes and 
avoid pain points?

basic platform 
overview, 

navigation, what to 
look for (ui 

elements) - should 
also live in kbase for 

easy reference



What does 
a mentor 

skillset look 
like?

Questions for myPath?

What community 
are they 

representing? how 
do they know?

Is there a 
criteria to 

be a 
mentor?

What information 
does myPath 

need about the 
mentor to build a 

profile?

What resources 
do myPath 

mentors need 
to be 

successful?

What does 
successful 

journey look 
like for a 
mentor?

Why do 
they want 

to be a 
mentor?

What types of 
experts typically 

want to be 
mentors? What 

expertise do they 
have?

How do 
mentors get 

help or 
support along 
their journey?

Fin Mentor Persona Fin Mentor Journey
Mentorship Program Goal: Build out a “Financial Action Plan” for mentee that they successfully complete.

Financial Mentor Journey

Onboarding Fin Mentor Forum Fin Mentor Curriculum

Orientation ("Train the Trainer (Mentor)") OFF PLATFORM

Learning Modules ("Train the Trainer (Mentor)") ON PLATFORM

Post- Evaluation

Onboarding TO 
PLATFORM Onboarding TO PROGRAM

Fin Mentor Profile Info Collection:
- Basic Information
- Self Assessment (results 
coaching style, etc.)
- Provide Bio, Fun Facts, Their 
Why, etc (mark what will be 
visible to others)

Topics:
- What is myPath Next?
- How to use myPath 
Next?
- What will you find 
while using myPath 
Next? (resources, etc.)

Fin Mentor Commitment:
- What does it mean to be a 
mentor?
- What does it look like to be a 
mentor?
- What is expected of you as a 
mentor?
*Sign OFF*

Complete required myPath 
Paperwork

Introduction to being a Mentor:
- Getting resources ready (tech readyness, 
mentor guide, etc.)
- Mentor Forum Onboarding (intro yourself, 
etiquette, expectations, ask questions, best 
practices, etc.)

myPath Next:
- Reviews and assesses 
Mentor Profile information
- Matches with mentee(s)

myPath Next:
- Warm welcome to program/platform
- Introduces mentor to mentee(s)

Need to audit content to 
understand what can be 

asynchronous vs in- person 
(curriculum process/content can 

be parallel)

Is the content segment based on 
mentor's expertise?

Knowledge Base Topics:
- Tech Tools
- Relationship building with youth/mentee
- Setting financial goals with mentee
- List of youth- friendly fin products that 
mentors can share with mentees (offered by 
myPath partners)

Evaluate:
- Mentorship process
- Mentor curriculum
- Mentor supports
- Mentee provides feedback 
about mentor
- Mentor & Mentee tracks 
progress on Fin Action Plan

myPath Next:
- Guides them through the program
- Facilitates curriculum journey
- Supports Mentor <> Mentee relationship (prep checklist, meeting tools, etc.)

Knowledge Base

Activities 
(roleplaying)

Learning Modules

Goal: Develop a "Financial Action Plan" for mentee

myPath Next:
- Reviews and tracks 
mentorship progress
- Tracks Fin Action Plan 
progress/completion/obst
acles

myPath Next 
(identifies 
either platform 
or staff)

myPath Next:
- Introduces mentor 
to the platform

Journey - Esor Features
Financial Mentor Journey

Onboarding Fin Mentor Forum Fin Mentor Curriculum

Orientation OFF PLATFORM

Learning Modules ON PLATFORM

Post- Evaluation

Onboarding TO 
PLATFORM Onboarding TO PROGRAM

myPath Next:
- Reviews and assesses 
Mentor Profile information
- Matches with mentee(s)

myPath Next:
- Warm welcome to program/platform
- Introduces mentor to mentee(s)

myPath Next:
- Guides them through the program
- Facilitates curriculum journey

myPath Next:
- Reviews and tracks 
mentorship progress
- Tracks Fin Action Plan 
progress/completion/obst
acles

myPath Next 
(identifies 
either platform 
or staff)

myPath Next:
- Introduces mentor 
to the platform

Mentor Works with Mentee
Embeded 
Journey?

Adult Fin Mentor Log 
In

Mentor Role and 
Responsibility and 

Commitment

Engagement with 
Peer Mentors

Assessment 
(Appinium?)

Learning Plan (Appinium)

Learning Catalog (Appinium)

FAQ Template (Part of Kbase?)

Form - Mentor sign 
up record

Online Financial Planning Tool (Action Plan Development)

myPath has: Program Content Map (Knowledge Base?)

Youth Goals:
- saving strategies
- improve credit
- understand investing
- improve financial confidence
- develop financial stability
- see what the program offers
- strengthen financial knowledge

Are these all the 
features and 

functionality needed 
to accomplish each 
sub- journey goals?Define the 

goals per 
sub- 

journey

Questions for myPath?Fin Mentee Persona

Background
- Basic financial fundamentals but looking to learn more
- Has a lot of questions about the financial system
- Curious about specific areas of the financial system
- Already started trying to save, build credit, etc
-

Goals
I want to learn more about:
- saving strategies
- improve credit
- understand investing
- improve financial confidence
- develop financial stability
- see what the program offers
- strengthen financial knowledge

Motivations
- Understand and improve my credit
- Build financial freedom for myself
- Develop a budget and stick to it

Obstacles
- No opportunities to financial education and 
tools
- Doesn't know next steps or best practices 
after trying something
- Needs support in creating a long- term 
financial strategy

What does 
success 

look like for 
mentee?

Eligibility for Mentor Program
Youth are ineligible to participate in mentoring:
- if they are under 18
- the mentor may evaluate the assessment report to see if they are ready for the 
program, if not they can be recommended for the Savings education or Credit based 
on the evaluation (in this case the Mentor can act as a Site Facilitator based on their 
knowledge of the Young Adult's needs)

What guidelines 
are available for 
mentor/mentee 

interactions?

What is the 
criteria to 

be 
a mentee?

What resources 
are currently 
available to 

mentee (myPath 
and not myPath- 

related)?

Where do 
mentees go 
outside of 

mentor to get 
help/support?

Fin Mentee Journey
Financial Mentor Journey

Onboarding Fin Mentor Forum Fin Mentor Curriculum

Orientation ("Train the Trainer (Mentor)") OFF PLATFORM

Learning Modules ("Train the Trainer (Mentor)") ON PLATFORM

Post- Evaluation

Onboarding TO 
PLATFORM Onboarding TO PROGRAM

Fin Mentor Profile Info Collection:
- Basic Information
- Self Assessment (results 
coaching style, etc.)
- Provide Bio, Fun Facts, Their 
Why, etc (mark what will be 
visible to others)

Topics:
- What is myPath Next?
- How to use myPath 
Next?
- What will you find 
while using myPath 
Next? (resources, etc.)

Fin Mentor Commitment:
- What does it mean to be a 
mentor?
- What does it look like to be a 
mentor?
- What is expected of you as a 
mentor?
*Sign OFF*

Complete required myPath 
Paperwork

Introduction to being a Mentor:
- Getting resources ready (tech readyness, 
mentor guide, etc.)
- Mentor Forum Onboarding (intro yourself, 
etiquette, expectations, ask questions, best 
practices, etc.)

myPath Next:
- Reviews and assesses 
Mentor Profile information
- Reviews and assesses 
Mentee Profile 
information
- Matches with mentee(s)

myPath Next:
- Warm welcome to mentor 
program/platform
- Prepares mentor to meet mentee
- Introduces mentor to mentee(s)
- Prepares mentee to meet mentor
- Mentor and mentee use given 
tools to record intro document intro 
meeting
- Mentor & Mentee provide 
feedback post- intro meeting (e.g. 
good match?)

Need to audit content to 
understand what can be 

asynchronous vs in- person 
(curriculum process/content can 

be parallel)

Is the content segment based on 
mentor's expertise?

Knowledge Base Topics:
- Tech Tools
- Relationship building with youth/mentee
- Setting financial goals with mentee
- List of youth- friendly fin products that 
mentors can share with mentees (offered by 
myPath partners)

Evaluate:
- Mentorship process
- Mentor curriculum
- Mentor supports
- Mentee provides feedback 
about mentor
- Mentor & Mentee tracks 
progress on Fin Action Plan

myPath Next:
- Guides them through the program
- Facilitates curriculum journey
- Supports Mentor <> Mentee relationship (prep checklist, meeting tools, etc.)
- Provides a space to record mentor <> mentee relationship and progress

Knowledge Base

Activities 
(roleplaying)

Learning Modules

Goal: Develop a "Financial Action Plan" for mentee

myPath Next:
- Reviews and tracks 
mentorship progress
- Tracks Fin Action Plan 
progress/completion/obs
tacles
- Provides resources to 
help complete the Fin 
Action Plan

myPath Next:
- Introduces mentor 
to the platform

Mentor Works with Mentee
Embeded 
Journey?

Define the 
goals per 

sub- 
journey

Mentee:
- Understands the 
expectations and outcomes 
of the mentorship program

What and How 
are Learning 

Circles 
defined?

Mentee understands:
- What is myPath Next?
- How to use myPath 
Next?
- What will you find 
while using myPath 
Next? (resources, etc.)

Mentee Commitment:
- Decides to enroll and 
commit to move forward in 
the program
- Sign a formal commitment 
to begin mentorship
*Sign OFF*

Mentee:
- Reviews Mentor Profile
- Prepares for intro meeting with 
mentor
- During meeting with mentor, discuss 
goals, obstacles and take notes
- Post meeting reflect on intro meeting, 
what can the mentor provide, next 
steps, etc

Mentee:
- Prepares each session with mentor 
(e.g. preparing summary actions taken, 
reflections, etc)
- During... GAP What are they 
working on? Creating Action Plan 
together? How?
- Post meeting, reflect on meeting, next 
steps, etc

What takes place 
during a mentor 
session? What 

tools and 
resources are 

accessed?

Mentee:
Learning Circles - need more 
information

Mentee:
- Shares what they thought 
about the program
- Shares what they thought 
about the mentor
- Shares their progress on their 
Fin Action Plan
- Use platform as support to 
complete Fin Action Plan

Journey - Esor Features
Financial Mentor Journey

Onboarding Fin Mentor Forum Fin Mentor Curriculum

Orientation OFF PLATFORM

Learning Modules ON PLATFORM

Post- Evaluation

Onboarding TO 
PLATFORM Onboarding TO PROGRAM

myPath has: Program Content Map (Knowledge Base?)

Are these all the 
features and 

functionality needed 
to accomplish each 
sub- journey goals?

myPath Next:
- Reviews and assesses 
Mentor Profile information
- Reviews and assesses 
Mentee Profile 
information
- Matches with mentee(s)

myPath Next:
- Warm welcome to mentor 
program/platform
- Prepares mentor to meet mentee
- Introduces mentor to mentee(s)
- Prepares mentee to meet mentor
- Mentor and mentee use given 
tools to record intro document intro 
meeting
- Mentor & Mentee provide 
feedback post- intro meeting (e.g. 
good match?)

myPath Next:
- Guides them through the program
- Facilitates curriculum journey
- Supports Mentor <> Mentee relationship (prep checklist, meeting tools, etc.)
- Provides a space to record mentor <> mentee relationship and progress

myPath Next:
- Reviews and tracks 
mentorship progress
- Tracks Fin Action Plan 
progress/completion/obs
tacles
- Provides resources to 
help complete the Fin 
Action Plan

myPath Next:
- Introduces mentor 
to the platform

User Login

Onboarding

Demo Platform

User Interface

Self- Assessment

Knowledge Base Support Tickets

General 
- Youth Young 
Adult Journey 

Features

Program Evaluations (Half and End Point)

Reminders

Training

Specific 
- Youth 

Financial 
Mentee

Mentor Goal: Develop a relationship and help guide a young person's financial future.
Mentee Goal: Action financial strategies and best practices to achieve their personal financial goals.
Mentorship Program Goal: Build out a “Financial Action Plan” for mentee that they successfully complete.

myPath Next 
(platform, 

program, staff)

Mentee

Mentor

myPath Next 
(platform, 

program, staff)

Mentee

Mentor

Mentor 
Features 

Set

Bolded items 
- new actions 

based on 
mentee

Questions for myPath?Youth/YA Persona
Background
- high school, new to financial capability context
- Money management
- Basic banking
- Saving goals
- Comes through programs via a partnership program (ex. Youth Build) (ex. NP, County, 
national program)
- Approx 80% of myPath Programming
- start with money management, basic banking, setting savings goal

Goals
- Learn the basics of financial best practices
- Learn how the financial industry works
- Take first financial actions

Motivations
- Build good credit
- Understand the banking and financial system
- Help create a stable financial future

Obstacles
- Missing educational resources
- Missing best practices and guidance
- Don't have skills to create a strategy/roadmap

Recommend 
focusing on one 
persona here - 

recommend 
focusing on youth if 

they are 80% of 
users.

Background
- community college, starting their careers; different goals (ex. Housing, car), 
concerned about their credit
- Still starts with money based on an assessment of where they are
- Tends to start with credit
- Offers financial mentoring
- Comes through the program via outreach programs through a program or initiative
- Approx 20% of myPath Programming
- sometimes start with basics (Youth segment), otherwise; credit, mentors engage YA 
on other specific topics (debt managing, college financing, etc)

Mentor

Site Facilitator

Financial Mentorship Program

Cohort Program(s) (core programs?)

Youth

Young Adult

assessment

assessment

assessment

Mentee

Participant

Graduate

Continuing 
Education

Alumni

Partner
Wants/Needs

myPath Partnership/Outreach Lead
myPath Support

Does the mentee 
also have a 

curriculum or 
content they go 
through while 
working with 

mentor?

Youth/YA Journey
Youth / Young Adult Goal: Get answers to my financial questions and understand actions I can take to build a better financial future.

Youth / Young Adult Journey

Post- EvaluationOnboarding TO PLATFORM

Onboarding TO 
PROGRAM / 

CONTENT
(both 

youth/young 
adult receive 

general 
onboarding to 

learning 
environment)

Self Assessment
- Demographic
- Build a myPath Next Profile
- Current Financial knowledge
- Financial Goals? Hopes from using myPath Next?

Topics:
- What is myPath Next?
- How to use myPath Next?
- What will you find while using myPath Next? 
(resources, etc.)

Commitment to platform/program:
- What does it mean to use myPath Next?
- Why you use myPath Next?
- What tools do you use and why?
- What does being a member of myPath Next looks like?
*Sign OFF*

Complete required myPath Paperwork

myPath Next:
- Reviews and evaluate youth/YA assessment 
information
- Matches and segments youth/YA's learning 
environment

myPath Next:
- Introduction to learning environment

Evaluate:
- Youth / Young Adult reflect 
on learning environment
- Gives feedback (quality, 
what they'd like to see, etc)
- Download or Print out their 
notebook

myPath Next:
- Provide learning materials to help learn, set, and achieve financial goals
- Offers resources, materials, tools to support them along their financial journey

myPath Next:
- Reviews and tracks  
progress
youth/YA

myPath Next:
- Introduces youth/YA to platform
- Gains youth/YA commitment

Young Adult Learning Environment Content

Segmented 
(based on 

assessment - 
enter either youth 

only content or 
gains access to 

full suite)

Youth Learning Environment Content ONLY

Action Items after learning module:
- Set financial goals
- Set personal goals
- Taking notebooks and reflecting on material they recently completed

Learning Environment Content
- Youth ONLY Content
- Youth Content is included in Young Adult (Young Adult includes all content)

Financial Mentee Journey

Financial Mentee Journey

Core Programs Confirm what are 
the core programs? 

How are they 
delivered (self- paced 

or in- person or 
blended) currently?Segment in programming:

- Youth: start with money management, basic banking, 
setting savings goal
- Young Adults: sometimes start with basics (Youth 
segment), otherwise; credit, mentors engage YA on other 
specific topics (debt managing, college financing, etc)

Youth

Young Adult

Goals
- Learn the basics of financial best practices
- Develop good credit to start making decisions 
about their financial future
- Create a financial strategy for managing 
debt/college costs

Motivations
- May feel late in getting a handle on finance 
knowledge
- Nervous about starting their careers, families, 
making big purchases/investments

Obstacles
- Needs guidance from those who have 
experience, advice they can trust
- Focused on life after college, lots to navigate, 
finance is just another "foreign language"

Outreach
Fin Mentor, 
only offered 

to Young 
Adult?

Youth only 
have one path 

into Core 
Programming?

Are there any 
testimonials or 
interviews with 

youth/young 
adults?

Journey - Esor Features
Youth / Young Adult Journey

Post- EvaluationOnboarding TO PLATFORM
Onboarding TO 

PROGRAM / 
CONTENT

(both 
youth/young 
adult receive 

general 
onboarding to 

learning 
environment)

myPath Next:
- Reviews and evaluate youth/YA assessment 
information
- Matches and segments youth/YA's learning 
environment

myPath Next:
- Introduction to learning environment

myPath Next:
- Provide learning materials to help learn, set, and achieve financial goals
- Offers resources, materials, tools to support them along their financial journey

myPath Next:
- Reviews and tracks  
progress
youth/YA

myPath Next:
- Introduces youth/YA to platform
- Gains youth/YA commitment

Young Adult Learning Environment Content

Segmented 
(based on 

assessment - 
enter either youth 

only content or 
gains access to 

full suite)

Youth Learning Environment Content ONLY

User Login

Onboarding

Demo Platform

User Interface

Knowledge Base Support Tickets

Learning Environment (Appinium?)

Youth Content 
acts as intro to 

Young Adult 
Content

Questions for myPath?Site Facilitator Persona

Additional Notes
- based CBO (community based organization) missioned aligned with myPath
- 70 active for 2022 (at least one per cohort)
- Programming cycle touchpoints
  - connect with mypath before each cycle
  - meet regularly to discuss challenges, etc
  - end of program, lesson learned review
- Program onboarding
  - discuss the “why” for mypath and CBO leadership

Goals
- sustainable impact on their young people
- driving larger youth outcomes through 
financial capability

Motivations
- want to influence youth
- want youth to be successful

Obstacles
- lack of financial knowledge
- limited resources
- resistance to mypath way
- may lack confidence in delivering myPath’s 
model

Is there any more 
data or 

information 
around "who" site 

facilitators are?

Site Facilitator Journey
Site Facilitator Goal: blank

Site Facilitator Journey

Onboarding TO PLATFORM

Topics:
- What is myPath Next?
- How to use myPath Next?
- What will you find while using myPath 
Next? (resources, etc.)

Background
- current in- house coordinator at a partner already working with youth/young adults
- Some experience with finance but might not be able to align with youth experience

Are there 
testimonals 

from youth we 
can read about 
site facilitators?

Any surveys or 
evaluations 

from SF about 
programming 

and experience?

Onboarding TO PROGRAM

Profile Info Collection:
- Basic Information
- Self Assessment (facilitation style, 
etc.)
- Provide Bio, Fun Facts, Their Why, etc 
(mark what will be visible to others)

Site Facilitator Commitment:
- What does it mean to be a Site 
Facilitator?
- What does it look like to be a Site 
Facilitator?
- What is expected of you as a Site 
Facilitator?
*Sign OFF*

Complete required myPath Paperwork

SF Training Program (TtT)

Topics:
- understand the youth 
experience
- best practices & skills 
for site facilitators
- review program checklist
- self- serve education 
(facilitation & public 
speaking, referral to fin 
mentorship, directing 
youth to basic fin 
resources)

Programming Implementation

Onboarding Being A Site Facilitator

Topics:
- intro to delivery
- education on fin 
capability
- perceptions exercise
- historical context - 
redlining and beyond 
activities
- facilitation 101
- banking 101
- workshop prep preview
- intro to continuing 
education resources
- program management 
tutorial
- how to get help from 
myPath

Post Training

Topics:
- review and complete 
prep checklist
- prep for first activity 
with youth/young adult
- review payroll and 
accounts
- understanding 
youth/young adult part of 
program cohort (banked, 
etc)
- review knowledge base

(During) Youth Program

- implement program and work with youth
- data report, review progress
- reflection exercise with participants
- moderate forums for youth/young adult

Post- Evaluation

Evaluate:
- final report to review data 
(can share out with youth to 
celebrate progress, goals 
completed)
- certification for site 
facilitator based on 
experience
- closing evaluation
- post- program forum opens 
up for continued education 
and sharing resources
- participants write 
testimonials

myPath Next:
- Reviews and assesses Profile 
information

myPath Next:
- onboards SF to program
- demos platform and examples
- reviews resources and how the program works
- Facilitates curriculum journey
- supports SF in prepping for program implementation

myPath Next:
- Reviews and tracks 
program progress
- reviews evaluations, 
feedback, testimonials

myPath Next:
- Introduces mentor to the 
platform

myPath Next:
- Reviews and tracks program progress
- Checks in with SF on progress and 
confidence
- offers supporting resources (knowledge 
base, mypath contact)

Journey - Esor Features
Site Facilitator Journey

Onboarding TO PLATFORM Onboarding TO PROGRAM

SF Training Program (TtT)

Programming Implementation

Onboarding Being A Site Facilitator Post Training

(During) Youth Program

Post- Evaluation

myPath Next:
- Reviews and assesses Profile 
information

myPath Next:
- onboards SF to program
- demos platform and examples
- reviews resources and how the program works
- Facilitates curriculum journey
- supports SF in prepping for program implementation

myPath Next:
- Reviews and tracks 
program progress
- reviews evaluations, 
feedback, testimonials

myPath Next:
- Introduces mentor to the 
platform

myPath Next:
- Reviews and tracks program progress
- Checks in with SF on progress and 
confidence
- offers supporting resources (knowledge 
base, mypath contact)

Log In

Site Facilitator Role 
and Responsibility 
and Commitment

Site Facilitator 
Assessment

Log Site Facilitator Experience

Assessment Report
10 Demo Video

Site Facilitator Checklist

Program Expectations Checklist

Upcoming Task

Reflection Exercise

Site Facilitator 
Highlights

Site Facilitator Access

myPath has: Program Content Map (Knowledge Base?)

Knowledge Base Support Tickets

myPath Next 
(identifies 
either platform 
or staff)

myPath Next 
(identifies 
either platform 
or staff)

program 
onboarding

Training

Training

Outsource 
(freelance, experts)

Programming Flow Overview Dra�t
Welcome page

will the user 
need to bounce 

between 
platforms to 

complete this?Preboard

Registration Process 
for Mentors Assessment Report

Reports and Dashboards

Credit Checker not sure where 
this would 

land along the 
journey

Preboard

Registration Process 
for Mentors

Adult Fin Mentor Log 
In

Mentor Role and 
Responsibility and 

Commitment

Engagement with 
Peer Mentors

Assessment 
(Appinium?)

Learning Plan (Appinium)

Learning Catalog (Appinium)

FAQ Template (Part of Kbase?)

Form - Mentor sign 
up record

Online Financial Planning Tool (Action Plan Development)

Welcome page

will the user 
need to bounce 

between 
platforms to 

complete this?
Reports and Dashboards

Credit Checker not sure where 
this would 

land along the 
journey

Intro to Mentoring 
Program

Mentee Sign- Up and 
Commitment

Matching Mentor 
and Mentee

Mentee Registration

Mentee Log In

Welcome page

Mentor- Mentee Meeting

Online Financial Planning Tool (Action Plan Development)

Self- Assessment

Assessment Report
Do users 
see this 

to?

Assessment Report

Assessment Report

Do users 
see this 

to?

Preboard

Youth/YA User 
Registration

does registration 
happen before, 

during, after 
information 

collections or is this 
list given by partners 

(& outreach?)?

does registration 
happen before, 

during, after 
information 

collections or is this 
list given by partners 

(& outreach?)?

Content 
Management / 

Audience Targeting

Welcome Page

Youth Program 
Application

Automation 
Response

Youth Adult 
Communication

Post Questions

Topic Related 
Forums

Post Comments

Keyword Reporting

Curated FAQ

Virtual hosted 
events

Direct and Private 
Communication

Moderation

Platform Permissions

Share Content

Share Video 
Content

Post Contests and 
Challenges

Goal Tracking 
(exercise)

Evaluation 
Questionnaire 

(Appinium)

Goal Tracking Tool

Savings Tracking 
Tool

Budgeting Tool

Credit Score Tool

Revisit and Track 
Progress

Access to Tutorials

Program Post 
Assessment

Assessment Report

Do users 
see this 

to?

Welcome Page

Site Facilitator Continuing Education

Reports and Dashboard

Reports and Dashboards

Reports and Dashboards

who sees 
this 

information?

who sees 
this 

information?

Reports and Dashboard

who sees 
this 

information?

Common Flow Dra�t
Onboarding

Forum or Community

Program Post- Evaluation

Onboarding TO 
PLATFORM

Onboarding TO 
PROGRAM

Preboard

Registration Process 
for Users Login

Welcome Page

Role and 
Responsibility and 
Commitment Sign 

Off

(Self) Assessment

(Self) Assessment 
Report

Platform Onboarding 
(Video?)

Content 
Management / 

Audience Targeting

Keyword Reporting

Moderation

Platform Permissions

Post Contests and 
Challenges

Post Questions

Topic Related 
Forums

Post Comments

Virtual hosted 
events

Direct and Private 
Communication

Share Content

Share Video 
Content

Engagement with 
Peer Mentors

Curated FAQ Goal Tracking 
(exercise)

Evaluation 
Questionnaire 

(Appinium)

Goal Tracking Tool

Savings Tracking 
Tool

Budgeting Tool

Credit Score Tool

Revisit and Track 
Progress

Access to Tutorials

Upcoming Task

Reflection Exercise

Learning Plan 
(Appinium)

Learning Catalog 
(Appinium)

Program 
Features/Content

Forum 
Features/Content

Program Post 
Assessment

Onboarding TO PLATFORM

Login Page Welcome to myPath Next Generic Tutorial What's Next

lives in 
kbase 

too

Persona Tutorial

how 
you'll use 
it as a...

welcome page, 
explains what 
the platform is

general 
how to

next steps, 
what you'll 

see next

Program

next steps, 
sign off, 

assessment, 
entry

should participants 
fill out any forms at 

this stage - like 
demographic info, 

coaching 
questionnaire, fin 

knowledge?

what do they 
need to know, 

what actions will 
they take or need 
to take, what to 

prepare

What is essential 
for each persona, 

in order to 
complete 

completes and 
avoid pain points?

basic platform 
overview, 

navigation, what to 
look for (ui 

elements) - should 
also live in kbase for 

easy reference



A synthesis of insights and 
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what is the next 
step? clear 

framework what 
do we do next?

parallel 
systems? 

where does 
content live?

learning plan, 
self- serve and 
ILT end with 
survey (LES)

appinium 
reporting? 

cohorts/individ
uals/group 

cohorts

learning plan: 
parallel tracks 

based on 
programming

integration with 
experience cloud? 
segmentation of 

users and how do 
communications 

work

what are staff 
doing? admin 

of 
appinium/prog

rams

example? 
user story, 

prototyping



Mission Statement

myPath needs to translate programs to a new 
platform in order to efficiently deliver AND scale 
their programming BUT it is difficult to ensure that 
myPath's mission and vision for each program is 
supported by the new platform THEREFORE a 
blended approach of self- serve learning with a 
focus on hands- on activities driven to enhance or 
further the content as a primary focus.

What is our goal?

01

Montage uses the And, But, Therefore (ABT) model (developed by Randy Olson) to frame a goal, problem or obstacle in a story 
format.

2022 myPath Program Audit



Onboarding (PreReq) Blended Programming Implementation Tookits Continuing Education

Onboard youth and 
facilitators and mentors to 
mypath programming.

Includes:
- About myPath
- Historical Context
- Curriculum overviews

Move extensive information 
into a self- serve module or 
knowledge base or 
glossaries.

Make more use of the time 
spent in- person using 
activities to reinforce skills 
needed to implement 
programming or as youth 
deep dives

Supports like facilitator 
guides, mentor best 
practices, question and 
activity banks to take 
sessions further - agenda 
templates, notes templates 
for both facilitator and 
youth

Program specific tools and 
best practices, like coaching 
best practices for 
mentoring, etc.

What do facilitators, mentors, 
youth walkaway with as 
supports to continue their 
financial capability journey

Streamline Program Phases
Streamline programs by phases for better understanding and implementation.
Programs are broken down into 4 phases.

02

2022 myPath Program Audit



Onboarding (PreReq)

Mentor Training

Implementation Tookits

Continuing Education

Streamline Program Phases
2022 myPath Program Audit

Site Facilitator Training

Youth Preparation

Mentor Program 
Sessions

Financial Capability 
Program Sessions

Youth Participation

training needs to 
be more hands- on 
to better prepare 

for program 
sessions

youth are not 
prepared for each 
program and how 
to make the most 

of it

shared 
knowledge 

creates trust 
and confidence 
in each other

how can they 
continue using 

mypath's approach 
and recommend to 

others - builds 
retention

core foundational but 
given "approved" 

suggestions/options to 
modify: creates 

consistency in how 
facilitator/mentor 
deliver sessions

what do 
participants walk 
away with? what 

is available to 
them post- 
program?

help adapt their own 
experiences to 

connect with the 
program and youth 

(e.g. IL Activities, 
prompts, discussion)

What might the program flow look like?



Approach to 
breaking 
down current 
materials to 
fit blended 
learning

how much of 
this prep can 

be shared 
with youth?

can this be used as a 
learning opportunity and 
translated into self- serve? 

e.g. can youth learn 
something about bank 
statements - import for 
renting apartments and 

other types of applications

Can action items 
be assigned via 

the LMS? or how 
to automate 

action items for 
next session?

This is a good 
session kickoff 

question - but does 
this confuse the 

topic in session 4 
around wants and 

needs?

Open this up a bit more to 
build rapport - maybe "In 
the future, what do you 

want to be spending your 
money on?" - then discuss 

how budget/expense 
tracking might help achieve 

pieces of it through 
strategy

Transfer this 
information into self- 
serve to help focus 

mentor session on how 
expense tracking is 

used as a strategy to 
achieve goals Transfer this 

information into self- 
serve to help focus 

mentor session on how 
expense tracking is 

used as a strategy to 
achieve goals

Transfer this 
information into self- 
serve to help focus 

mentor session on how 
expense tracking is 

used as a strategy to 
achieve goals

debrief questions 
can be great 

reflection questions 
for youth to answer 
in a 1-1 note taking 

template that is 
shared with mentors

setup 
reminders 

and 
automate

how much of 
this prep can 

be shared 
with youth?

can prep be 
part of the 
self- serve 
platform?

can youth learn about 
credit products before 
going into discussion? 

prepared with 
questions for mentor

can we connect the 
question to more to 

credit: when you 
hear the word 

credit, what do you 
think of? what about 

creditability?

good review items - 
could the youth do this 

as a checklist as self- 
serve? then mentees 
can present back to 
their mentors with 

questions

can these pieces 
be moved into 

self- serve 
before this 

session?

can this session be used to 
start reviewing a strategy to 
improve their credit score 
and why it matters? next 

session could then be 
focused on revising action 

plan and maybe 
researching next steps 

together

03



Audit Summary
Site Facilitator - Financial Capability Program

2022 myPath Program Audit

04

Create a 
Facilitator Guide 

to support 
facilitator through 

content and 
activities

Create prework 
modules so time 

spent with MyPath 
Facilitator focuses 

on building 
confidence in 

delivering course

Create 
repository of 
activities with 
instructions

Savings CreditProgram Training

Asset 
Recommendations

Glossary of 
definitions 

and 
resources

Goal: Create a shared foundation of knowledge between youth/young adult and 
facilitators that can be enhanced through in- person sessions.



Toolkit 
Recommendations

Audit Summary
Youth/Young Adult - Financial Capability Program

2022 myPath Program Audit

Goal: Create a shared foundation of knowledge between youth/young adult and 
facilitators that can be enhanced through in- person sessions.

use self- serve 
learning as a 
way to build 
ownership of 

understanding

Facilitator- led 
activities allow for 
dialog, hands- on 

practice, and 
demonstrations

Facilitator- led 
activities 

expand on 
self- serve 
learning

Providing strategies 
versus definitions or 
passive content (like 
a presentation) gives 

action items to 
learners

Credit can be 
more robust, 
left with more 
questions than 

answers

Does credit 
pathway need 

historical 
context?

Glossary of 
definitions 

and 
resources

Financial Strategy 
resources 

(reading sources, 
news, apps, etc)

Post Program  
Supports 
(Financial 

Apps, 
Education, etc)

Create a shared 
foundation of 

knowledge between 
youth/young adult 

and 
facilitators/mentors

historical 
context 

handouts

Savings CreditProgram Training



Toolkit 
Recommendations

Audit Summary
Mentorship Program

2022 myPath Program Audit

Create a shared 
foundation of 

knowledge 
between 

youth/young adult 
and facilitators

Build mentor 
confidence  

with self- serve 
resources for 
time- of- need

Self- serve content 
allows for focus 

on hands- on 
practice in 
mentoring

Instructor- led 
activities can 
focus on role- 

play for 
mentors

Instructor- led 
activities focused on 

elements of the 
program 

strengthens mentor 
ability to deliver

Mentor Training

Mentee Preparation

Mentorship Program

How do mentor & 
mentee kickoff the 

program with a shared 
foundation? Discuss 

historical context, 
mentor shares their 

goal for mentoring, etc

How do mentors 
share information 

with mentee? 
What can they 

share?

Translate mentor 
PDFs into self- serve 

and create 
replacement 

supports like slides 
to present to 

mentee

What action items 
and "homework" 
can mentees do 
outside of the 

mentor sessions?

What resources 
will help mentees 

achieve their 
action plan post 

mentorship?

Create a shared 
foundation of 

knowledge 
between 

youth/young adult 
and facilitators

Preparing mentees 
will help them get 

the most out of the 
mentoring 

programming, make 
them more of an 
active participant

Goal: Build mentor confidence with in- time- of- need materials and active training 
sessions, allowing mentors and mentees to focus on building a relationship and an 
action plan.

Discussion 
guide per 
session

Coaching 
best 

practices 
guide

Mentee 
action 

items post- 
session

Mentee 
post 

mentoring 
guide

historical 
context 

handouts

1-1 note 
taking 

template



Onboarding (PreReq) Blended Programming

Implementation Tookits

Continuing Education

about mypath check- in after programs, 
continued access to platform

Streamline Program Phases
2022 myPath Program Audit

historical context

program previews/overviews

toolkits (for both facilitator and youth) based on program topics 
(how to run activities per topic, discussion guides, program 

informational aids, etc)

newsletter, current events 
about financial news

learner review topic in self- serve platform, reviews information 
and may perform an action item or prepare something for next 

session

during session, facilitator/mentor guides a discussion around 
self- serve material, but provides a hands- on activity to enhance 

learning

toolkits post programming, 
resources to leverage that 

expand and continue program

learning forums, trending 
topics and how are things 

going?

How do the 4 phases overlap and support each other?

access to toolkits

self- serve



What does 
a mentor 

skillset look 
like?

Questions for myPath?

What community 
are they 

representing? how 
do they know?

Is there a 
criteria to 

be a 
mentor?

What information 
does myPath 

need about the 
mentor to build a 

profile?

What resources 
do myPath 

mentors need 
to be 

successful?

What does 
successful 

journey look 
like for a 
mentor?

Why do 
they want 

to be a 
mentor?

How do 
mentors get 

help or 
support along 
their journey?

Fin Mentor Persona

05
What types of 

experts typically 
want to be 

mentors? What 
expertise do they 

have?



Questions for myPath?Fin Mentee Persona
Background
- Basic financial fundamentals but looking to learn more
- Has a lot of questions about the financial system
- Curious about specific areas of the financial system
- Already started trying to save, build credit, etc

Goals
I want to learn more about:
- saving strategies
- improve credit
- understand investing
- improve financial confidence
- develop financial stability
- see what the program offers
- strengthen financial knowledge

Shift in financial behavior and confidence that leads to independence in financial 
decision making, completion of action plan

Motivations
- Understand and improve my credit
- Build financial freedom for myself
- Develop a budget and stick to it

Obstacles
- No opportunities to financial education and 
tools
- Doesn't know next steps or best practices after 
trying something
- Needs support in creating a long- term financial 
strategy

What does 
success 

look like for 
mentee?

Eligibility for Mentor Program
Must be 18+, representative of BIPOC communities, and have access to internet

Youth are ineligible to participate in mentoring:
- if they are under 18
- the mentor may evaluate the assessment report to see if they are ready for the 
program, if not they can be recommended for the Savings education or Credit based on 
the evaluation (in this case the Mentor can act as a Site Facilitator based on their 
knowledge of the Young Adult's needs)

What guidelines 
are available for 
mentor/mentee 

interactions?

What is the 
criteria to 

be 
a mentee?

What resources 
are currently 
available to 

mentee (myPath 
and not myPath- 

related)?

Where do 
mentees go 
outside of 

mentor to get 
help/support?

05
Supports
Outside of Mentor: Mentee can communicate 
with MyPath Staff or Agency they may have 
been recruited from

Relationship with Mentor 
Safety/security procedures and virtual 
engagement strategies established by myPath



Questions for myPath?Youth/YA Persona
Background
- high school, new to financial capability context
- Money management
- Basic banking
- Saving goals
- Comes through programs via a partnership program (ex. Youth Build) (ex. NP, County, 
national program)
- Approx 80% of myPath Programming
- start with money management, basic banking, setting savings goal

Goals
- Learn the basics of financial best practices
- Learn how the financial industry works
- Take first financial actions

Motivations
- Build good credit
- Understand the banking and financial system
- Help create a stable financial future

Obstacles
- Missing educational resources
- Missing best practices and guidance
- Don't have skills to create a strategy/roadmap

Background
- community college, starting their careers; different goals (ex. Housing, car), 
concerned about their credit
- Still starts with money based on an assessment of where they are
- Tends to start with credit
- Offers financial mentoring
- Comes through the program via outreach programs through a program or initiative
- Approx 20% of myPath Programming
- sometimes start with basics (Youth segment), otherwise; credit, mentors engage YA 
on other specific topics (debt managing, college financing, etc)

Youth

Young Adult

Goals
- Learn the basics of financial best practices
- Develop good credit to start making decisions 
about their financial future
- Create a financial strategy for managing 
debt/college costs

Motivations
- May feel late in getting a handle on finance 
knowledge
- Nervous about starting their careers, families, 
making big purchases/investments

Obstacles
- Needs guidance from those who have 
experience, advice they can trust
- Focused on life after college, lots to navigate, 
finance is just another "foreign language"

Are there any 
testimonials or 
interviews with 

youth/young 
adults?

Revise and iterate 
programs based 
on youth/young 

adult needs 
surfacing in 

surveys

05



Questions for myPath?Site Facilitator Persona

Additional Notes
- based CBO (community based organization) missioned aligned with myPath
- 70 active for 2022 (at least one per cohort)
- Programming cycle touchpoints
  - connect with mypath before each cycle
  - meet regularly to discuss challenges, etc
  - end of program, lesson learned review
- Program onboarding
  - discuss the “why” for mypath and CBO leadership

Goals
- sustainable impact on their young people
- driving larger youth outcomes through 
financial capability

Motivations
- want to influence youth
- want youth to be successful

Obstacles
- lack of financial knowledge
- limited resources
- resistance to mypath way
- may lack confidence in delivering myPath’s 
model

Is there any more 
data or 

information 
around "who" site 

facilitators are?

Background
- current in- house coordinator at a partner already working with youth/young adults
- Some experience with finance but might not be able to align with youth experience

Are there 
testimonals 

from youth we 
can read about 
site facilitators?

Any surveys or 
evaluations 

from SF about 
programming 

and experience?

05



myPath Financial Mentor Program

Montage Notes

Montage Notes

Mentee Content

Mentor Content

Implementation 
Recommendations

Mentor Needs 
(Recommendations)

Mentor Supports

Mentor Goal

Mentor Actions

Stage Goal
What is the main goal of this 
stage?

Stage
A step in the process focused 
on moving an experience or 
process forward within a 
phase.

Implementation 
Recommendations

Mentee Needs 
(Recommendations)

Mentee Supports

Mentee Actions

Mentee Goal

Understand 
what is 

myPath and 
their goals

Completes 
Prework

Site Facilitator Program

Site Facilitator Content

Implementation 
Recommendations

Site Facilitator Needs 
(Recommendations)

Site Facilitator Supports

Site Facilitator Goal

Site Facilitator Actions

Stage Goal
What is the main goal of this 
stage?

Stage
A step in the process focused 
on moving an experience or 
process forward within a 
phase.

Introductions

Build 
report

Mentor 
Training Day 

1: 
Foundations

Mentor 
Training Day 2: 

Youth 
Centered 

Engagement

Mentor 
Training Day 3: 

Evaluation - 
Youth Progress 

Monitoring

Learn what is myPath 
and how the 

Mentorship program 
works.

Learn how to build trusting 
relationships with 

youth/young adults to open 
the financial conversation.

Learn how to develop 
Financial Action Plans 

with a mentee and 
assess progress.

Understand 
how Mentor 

program 
works

Understand 
your role in 
the Mentor 

program

Attends 
Training 

Day

Prework myPath 
Presentation

Knowledge 
Base

Introduction 
to myPath

Mentor 
role and 

outcomes

Historical 
Context/Racial 

Wealth Gap

Working with 
youth/young 

adult 
overview

Understand 
the Mentor 
curriculum

Create a 
STAR 
goal

Understand 
how to 

navigate 
knowledge 

base

Review 
coaching best 
practices (brief 

overview)

Completes 
Prework

Attends 
Training 

Day

Review 
Knowledge 

Base 
materials

Prework myPath 
Presentation

Knowledge 
Base

Knowledge 
Base Help 

Button

Listening to 
youth in 

the digital 
world video

Personal 
Crest 

Activity

Youth 
Barriers 

Information

Active 
listening 
activity

Curriculum 
overview

Understanding 
Action Plans

Using 
Knowledge 

Base

Mentoring 
Session 1: 

Getting 
Started and 
Money Talk

Understand 
how to 

assess Action 
Plan progress

Understand 
how to set 
goals with 

youth/young 
adult

Understand 
how to 
create 

Action Plan

Review the 
Savings and 

Credit pathway 
sessions

Setup 
technology 
tools and 

logins

Completes 
Prework

Attends 
Training 

Day

Review 
Knowledge 

Base 
materials

Prework myPath 
Presentation

Knowledge 
Base

Knowledge 
Base Help 

Button

Goal 
Setting 
activity

Fin Cap and 
Session 
Content

Case 
Study and 
Scenarios

STAR 
goal 

format

Action Plan 
development

myPath 
Financial 

Mentoring 
PDF

Youth Financial 
Mentorship 

Best Practices 
PDF

Facilitation Tips 
and Techniques 

and Youth 
Learning Styles 

PDF

Common 
Barriers & 
Challenges 

PDF

Financial 
Mentoring 
Roadmap 

Overview PDF

Available in Knowledge Base

Mentoring 
Session 2: 
Goals & 

Assessment

Mentoring 
Session 3

Mentoring 
Session 4

Mentoring 
Session 5

Mentoring 
Session 6

Learn how 
to create a 

budget

Learn how 
credit can 
be used as 

a tool

Discuss the 
difference 

between Needs vs 
Wants and why an 
emergency fund is 

important

Understand 
different types of 
credit, what credit 
score means, and 

gauge credit 
readiness

Understand 
how to build 

credit and set 
goals to 

improve it

Finalize SMART 
Savings Action 
Plan and next 

steps

Finalize 
Credit Action 
Plan and next 

steps

Facilitate 
introduction to 

mentor and begin 
relationship building 

between Financial 
Mentor and Youth

Pre- 
Session 

Prep

Support youth 
to understand 
and develop a 

practical 
budget

Understand 
Credit as a 
financial 

tool

Review 
Credit 

as a Tool

Budget 
Tool PDF

Session 3 
Overview: 
Credit 101

Understanding 
Needs vs 

Wants

Youth 
Credit 
Report 
Review

Review 
budget 

from last 
session

Understand 
3 types of 

credit

Session 4 
Overview:  
Stepping 

into Savings

Session 4 
Overview: 
Credit on a 

Personal level

Build a 
SMART 
Savings 

Action Plan

Create a 
SMART savings 

plan with 
youth/young 

adult

Assess 
which 
credit 

product

Session 5 
Overview: 
Creating a 

Savings Plan

Finalize 
SMART 
Savings 

Action Plan

To support youth 
with questions 

about the credit 
building product 

that they have 
selected

Finalize 
SMART 
Savings 

Action Plan

Finalize 
Credit 

Action Plan

Session 6 
Overview: 

Savings 
Action Plan Credit 

Action 
Plan PDF

Develop STAR 
long term and 

short term 
financial goalsExplore 

Financial 
Mentoring 

Project Goals

Introductions
Goals for 
Financial 

Mentoring

STAR Goal 
Setting 
(sent to 
youth)

Money Value 
Conversation

Change 
Check 

Assessment 
Tool

PREPARE 
Checklist 

PDF

STAR Goal 
template 

PDF

Knowledge 
Base

Knowledge 
Base Help 

Button

Knowledge 
Base

Knowledge 
Base Help 

Button

Get to know each to 
build a partnership 

and begin discussing 
financial goals.

Financial 
Self Check 

Assessment 
PDF

Session 2 
Overview: 

Assessment 
& Goals PDF

Session 1 
Overview: 

Getting Started 
and Money Talk 

PDF

Understand what the 
financial focus of 

youth/young adult and review 
how plans will be created to 

help achieve it

Continue 
relationship 

building between 
Financial Mentor 

and Youth

Assess key 
financial priority 
areas of youth 

participant 
utilizing Financial 

Self Check

Finalize 
STAR 
goals

Pre- 
Session 

Prep

Financial 
Self 

Check

Finalize 
STAR 
goals

STAR Goal 
Template 

PDF

Attend 
Session 1 

with 
Mentor

Get to 
know 

Mentor

Discuss with 
Mentor 
financial 

goals

Learn how the 
Financial 

Mentoring 
process works

Attend 
Session 2 

with 
Mentor

Set a STAR 
goals with 

Mentor

Decide 
which track 

to move 
forward with

STAR Goal 
Template 

PDF

Knowledge 
Base

Knowledge 
Base Help 

Button

Expense 
Tracker 

PDF

Session 3 
Overview: 

Budget 
Breakdown 

PDF

Continue 
relationship 

building between 
Financial Mentor 

and Youth

Creating a 
Budget: 

Expenses 
and Income

Budget 
Tool PDF

Expense 
Tracker 

PDF

Attend 
Session 3 

with 
Mentor

Bring in 
bank 

statements 
if banked

Learn how to 
create a 

budget and 
track expenses

Understanding 
Emergency 

Funds

Teach 
Needs vs 

Wants

Teach 
Emergency 

Funds

Knowledge 
Base

Knowledge 
Base Help 

Button

Attend 
Session 4 

with 
Mentor

Review 
Budget

Learn the 
difference 

between needs vs 
wants and why an 
emergency fund is 

important

Knowledge 
Base

Knowledge 
Base Help 

Button

SMART 
Savings 

Plan PDF

SMART 
Savings 

Plan PDF

Build a SMART 
Savings Action 

Plan with 
Mentor

Attend 
Session 5 

with 
Mentor

Attend 
Session 6 

with 
Mentor

Review 
Budget

Use your STAR 
goal and budget 

to develop a 
SMART Savings 

Action Plan

Review 
STAR 
goals

Create a 
SMART 
Savings 

Action Plan

Recognize and 
appreciate youth 
for participation 

in Financial 
Mentoring

Appreciate 
youth/young adult 

participation in 
mentorship 

program

Knowledge 
Base

Knowledge 
Base Help 

Button

SMART 
Savings 

Plan PDF

Finalize a 
SMART 
Savings 

Action Plan

Review and 
Finalize SMART 
Savings Action 
Plan and take 

action

Review 
STAR 
goals

Understand 
how credit 

can be used 
as a tool

Credit 
Readiness 

Assessment

Review how 
to read 

your credit

Discuss 
Credit 

readiness

Credit 
Readiness 
BACKBONE 

PDF

Work with 
myPath to 
pull youth 

credit report

Youth Credit 
Score 

Report via 
Salesforce

Youth Credit 
Score 

Report via 
Salesforce

Credit 
Readiness 
BACKBONE 

PDF

Assess 
credit 

readiness

Understand 
your credit 
report and 
assess your 

credit readiness

Begin 
building 
Credit 

Action Plan

Learn about the 
fundamentals to 
building credit 

based on the type 
of credit youth 

represent

Identify 
potential credit 

building product 
aligned with 

STAR goal

Review 
actions that 
build credit

Credit 
Action 

Plan PDF

FICO Score 
Breakdown 

PDF

Auto Loan 
Info Sheet 

PDF

Credit 
Card Info 
Sheet PDF

Starting 
Point 
PDF

Credit 
Action 

Plan PDF

FICO Score 
Breakdown 

PDF

Auto Loan 
Info Sheet 

PDF

Credit 
Card Info 
Sheet PDF

Starting 
Point 
PDF

Help mentee 
fill out Starting 

Point and 
Credit Action 

Plan

Fill out 
Starting Point 

and Credit 
Action Plan

Learn what your 
credit score 

means, how to 
build it, and set 
goals in order to 

do so

Complete 
the Credit 

Action Plan

Session 6 
Overview: 

Completing a 
Credit Action 

Plan

Credit 
Action 

Plan PDF

Finalize 
Credit 

Action Plan

Review and 
finalize Credit 

Action Plan 
and take 

action

Review 
STAR 
goals

Youth Program Modules

Montage Notes

Youth/Young Adult Content

Stage Goal
What is the main goal of this 
stage?

Stage
A step in the process focused 
on moving an experience or 
process forward within a 
phase.

Implementation 
Recommendations

Youth/Young Adult Needs 
(Recommendations)

Youth/Young Adult Supports

Youth/Young Adult Actions

Youth/Young Adult Goal

Module 1: 
Savings 

Goal

Define a savings 
goal and commit 
to it by signing off

Define a 
savings 

goal

Learn how 
to develop 
a savings 

goal

background 
on mypath

Savings Credit

Montage 
Recommendations

Module 2: 
Expense 
Tracker

Module 
3: My 

Budget

Module 4: 
Savings 

Generator

Module 
6: Credit 
Booster

Module 7: 
myPath 
Review

Practice tracking 
expenses and 

understand where 
money is spent

Create a budget 
based on 
expenses

Review, categorize, 
and adjust expenses 

(need vs want)

Learn about credit 
and what different 

scores mean

Learn about the 
different credit 

bureaus and how they 
determine a score

Complete survey 
about the myPath 
Money Program

Savings Credit

Montage 
Recommendations

Commit to 
goal and 
sign off

Savings 
Goal 

Calculator

Do 
Facilitators 
Demo? Why 

& How?

Track 
expenses 

for at least 
7 days

Optional: 
continue 
tracking 

expenses

Expense 
Tracker

Do Facilitators  
review the 

information tracked 
and explain how to 

think about 
expenses?

Adjust 
Expenses

Review 
expenses 

and adjust

Review 
budget

Determine if 
have enough 

money to cover 
expenses and 

save

Review 
expenses

Savings 
Generator

Adjust  
expenses 
to balance 

budget

Learn what 
you'll save 

after 
adjustments

Enter your 
credit score to 

understand 
what it enables 

you to do

Credit 
Score 
Scale

Learn 
how track 
expenses

Learn how tracked 
expenses affect 
your budget and 

how to adjust 
spending

Learn how to  
distinguish 
between 

needs and 
wants

Learn the basics 
of credit and 
what a good 
credit score 

allows you to do

Learn what 
goes into a 
credit score 
and how to 

improve theirs

Review 
what are 
the credit 
bureaus

Review 
what goes 

into a 
credit score

Complete 
survey

Reflect on 
the myPath 

Money 
program

Risks & 
Benefits of 

Banking

introduce 
themselves

To meet 
others within 
the learning 
community

None

Site Facilitators must 
understand the 

history of systemic 
racism in order to 

share this 
knowledge with 

youth

History of 
Systemic 
Racism

Learn the history 
of systemic racism 

and how it 
impacts finaniual 

well being

Enable the site 
facilitators to 

share the risks 
and benefits of 

banking

understand and 
communicate 
the risks and 
benefits with 

youth

participate in 
discussion 

with MyPath 
Facilitator on 

this topic

Participate 
in activity to 
list out risks 
and benefits

How do Site 
Facilitators learns 

abour program 
and become 
volinteers?

what are they 
given in 

advance of the 
workshop?

complete 
analysis 

together as a 
group (group 

activity)

Turn this into 
a module and 

have it as 
pre- work.

Why create 
a savings 

goal?

Module 5: 
My Credit 

Score

Info on 
importance 
of savings

history of 
banks and 

savings

Self- serve 
modules on 
knowledge

strategies 
to 

savings

Self- serve 
module on 
how to use 

savings goal 
technique

Importance 
of Saving- 

SMART 
Goals PDF

Weekly 
Expense 

Tracker PDF

Facilitator 
Handouts Facilitator 

Handouts

Facilitator 
Handouts

Facilitator 
Handouts

Facilitator 
Handouts

Facilitator 
Handouts

Facilitator 
Handouts

Do 
Facilitators 
Demo? Why 

& How?

Do 
Facilitators 
Demo? Why 

& How?

Do 
Facilitators 
Demo? Why 

& How?

Do 
Facilitators 
Demo? Why 

& How?

Do 
Facilitators 
Demo? Why 

& How?

Money 
Habitudes 
Worksheet 

PDF

Savings 
Needs & 

Wants- Youth 
Facing PDF

Head, 
Heart and 

Feet 
Activity PDF

Popcorn 
Budgets 

PDF

Why should 
you track 
expenses?

how to adjust 
budget based 

on other 
factors like 

debt?

strategies 
to expense 

tracking

other 
tools to 

use

Self- serve 
module on 
how to use 

expense 
tracker

self- serve 
strategies 

on tracking

IL Activity 
around 

examining 
good/bad 

goals

IL Activity  
good/bad 

tracking looks 
like, how to 
keep with it

self- serve 
strategies 

on adjusting 
budgets

knowledge on 
how to adjust 

budgets based 
on life factors

examples of 
budgets 
adjusted 

based on life 
factors

what might 
affect budgets? 

strategies on 
how to handle?

IL Activity how to 
adjust a budget 

based on life 
events - real world 

example

defining 
needs 

and wants

prioritizing 
needs

prioritizing 
wants

self- serve 
knowledge 
of needs vs 

wants

strategies in 
prioritizing 
needs over 

wants

how to 
appreciate 

what you have 
now and in the 

future

IL Activity, 
savings now 
allows the 

future 
discussion

use case 
examples 
of good vs 
bad credit

SME 
discussing 

credit and how 
it affects you

how to protect 
your credit score 

(identify theft, 
freezing/locking, 

etc)

self- serve 
use cases

IL Activity, 
guest speaker 

SME about 
credit "Ask me 

anything"

self serve how 
to protect 

yourself if your 
information is 

stolen

self serve 
credit score 

(history, how it 
started, why)

deep dive into 
the categories 

that affect 
credit score

strategies 
on how to 
improve 

credit score

toolkit to 
improving 

score

self- serve 
deep dive

IL Activity, strategy 
building to 

improve score 
(build a timeline)

self- serve, 
understanding 

how scores may 
change over time 

(long, short)

Turn into a 
module on 
Appinium.

Create a 
Facilitator Guide 

to support 
facilitator through 

content and 
activities

MyPath 
Money 

Platform 
Overview

Teach SFs 
about the 
platform

to build 
confidence 
to present 

to the youth

understand 
their own 

approach to 
financial 
capability

Understand 
the main 

goals of the 
platform

Create content 
around the 
impact of 

completing hte 
course on the 

platorm

Platform/App 
onboarding 

video 
walkthrough

KB Article on how 
access is granted 
and what youth 
shoudl expect to 

revieve

MyPath 
Money 

(Facilitator 
End)

Take them 
through 

activities in the 
course and 
Habitudes

learn how to 
facilitate the 

activities and how to 
navigate the 

sections of the 
platofrm that relates 

to them

complete their 
own sheets 

and platform 
responses

build 
confidence to 
lead youth/YA 

through 
program

worksheets, 
slides, 

Knowledge 
Base

Facilitatator 
guide, DO, 
SAY, SHOW

Preclass 
preparation 
suggestions 

for SFs

Knowledge 
Base

Share how 
to navigate 

KB

SFs know where 
to find 

supporting 
documentation

link to KB 
docs in the 
facilitator 

guide

Scavenger 
hunt activity to 

confirm SFs 
can find and 

access KB

how to use 
the 

knowledge 
base

historical 
conext

Self- serve 
mypath 

onboarding

self- serve 
knowledge 
base how- 

to

self serve 
historical 
context 

information

make Day 1 
self- serve 
prereq?

Self- serve 
mypath 

onboarding

self serve 
historical 
context 

information

make Day 1 
prereq 

content cross 
available

understand 
why 

mypath is 
qualified

understand 
historical 
context

know that 
mentors have 

shared 
understanding

self- 
serve 

modules

take 
prereq 
courses

learn about 
mypath, 

history, and 
mentor 

understanding

how to make 
the most of 
your mentor 

sessions

coaching best 
practices 
(building 

relationships, 
safe space)

set a 
coaching 

SMART goal

glossary
/definiti

ons

glossary
/definiti

ons

glossary
/definiti

ons

creating 
safe 

space

self- serve 
knowledge 

base of 
coaching best 

practices

IL Activity, 
role play 

coaching best 
practices

self serve 
prepare for 

mentoring (how 
to work with 
your mentor)

self- 
serve 

modules

take 
prereq 
courses

learn how 
mentoring 
works and 

how to make 
the most of it

build more 
confidence 

in 
mentoring

too much 
content for 

one day
turn mentor PDFs 

into self- serve 
modules or slide 
deck for mentors 

to use durin 
mentoring

IL Activity, creating 
a coaching SMART 
goal - discuss how 
to help set a goal 

with youth

self- serve 
tech tool 
checklist 

and setup

self- serve 
modeling 
delivery of 

savings/credit 
content (video?)

IL 
Activity, 

empathy

IL Activity, 
communication

IL Activity, how 
to help 

mentees get 
the most out 
of sessions

self serve 
review 

mentorship 
curriculum

self serve how 
to prepare for 

your first 
session

prepare for 
your first 
session

self- 
serve 

modules

take 
prereq 
courses

learn  the 
mentoring 
curriculum 

and prepare to 
kickoff

What are 
youth given 
before their 

first mentoring 
session?

what knowledge 
do mentor- 

mentee share 
that grounds 

trust?

should the 
mentor and 

mentee have a 
discussion about 

the historical 
context?

what other topics 
are they allowed 
to speak about 

beyond the 
program content?

IL Activity,  
build an 

action plan

mentors need to 
understand the 
"why" behind 
content, tools, 

and deliverables
turn mentor PDFs 

into self- serve 
modules or slide 
deck for mentors 

to use during 
mentoring

turn mentor PDFs 
into self- serve 

modules or slide 
deck for mentors 

to use during 
mentoring

turn mentor PDFs 
into self- serve 

modules or slide 
deck for mentors 

to use during 
mentoring

turn mentor PDFs 
into self- serve 

modules or slide 
deck for mentors 

to use during 
mentoring

turn mentor PDFs 
into self- serve 

modules or slide 
deck for mentors 

to use during 
mentoring

turn mentor PDFs 
into self- serve 

modules or slide 
deck for mentors 

to use during 
mentoring

what is 
available to 

mentee post 
session?

what is 
available to 

mentee post 
session?

what is 
available to 

mentee post 
session?

what is 
available to 

mentee post 
session?

what is 
available to 

mentee post 
session?

what is 
available to 

mentee post 
session?

Q to myPath: 
what makes a 
great mentor? 

(attributes)

should mentee 
be working on 

anything 
outside of 
session?

should mentee 
be working on 

anything 
outside of 
session?

should mentee 
be working on 

anything 
outside of 
session?

should mentee 
be working on 

anything 
outside of 
session?

should mentee 
be working on 

anything 
outside of 
session?

should mentee 
be working on 

anything 
outside of 
session?

continuing 
education?

need: action 
items for 
prep and 

post session

need: action 
items for 
prep and 

post session

need: action 
items for 
prep and 

post session

need: action 
items for 
prep and 

post session

need: action 
items for 
prep and 

post session

need: action 
items for 
prep and 

post session

IL Activity, 
discussion 

about 
historical 
context

check- in question 
needs to connect 
to content: share 
new fin cap info? 
mentor shares a 

story, etc

check- in question 
needs to connect 
to content: share 
new fin cap info? 
mentor shares a 

story, etc

check- in question 
needs to connect 
to content: share 
new fin cap info? 
mentor shares a 

story, etc

check- in question 
needs to connect 
to content: share 
new fin cap info? 
mentor shares a 

story, etc

check- in question 
needs to connect 
to content: share 
new fin cap info? 
mentor shares a 

story, etc

check- in question 
needs to connect 
to content: share 
new fin cap info? 
mentor shares a 

story, etc

how are 
action plans 
tracked post- 
mentoring?

High 
level - 

yes

High 
level - 

yes

High 
level - 

yes

High 
level - 

yes

This was not 
demoed in Site 

Facilitator 
training

This was not 
demoed in Site 

Facilitator 
training

Create a shared 
foundation of 

knowledge 
between 

youth/young adult 
and facilitators

Create prework 
modules so time 

spent with MyPath 
Facilitator focuses 

on building 
confidence in 

delivering course

Create 
Discussion 

activity

Document 
Activity 

used

Document 
redline 
activity

Have SF do 
observation of their 
own neighborhood 

before class and 
present during class

How- TO
Prepare to 
lead course

Create 
repository of 
activities with 
instructions

use self- serve 
learning as a 
way to build 
ownership of 

understanding

Facilitator- led 
activities allow for 
dialog, hands- on 

practice, and 
demonstrations

Facilitator- led 
activities 

expand on 
self- serve 
learning

Providing strategies 
versus definitions or 
passive content (like 
a presentation) gives 

action items to 
learners

Credit can be 
more robust, 
left with more 
questions than 

answers

Does credit 
pathway need 

historical 
context?

Create a shared 
foundation of 

knowledge 
between 

youth/young adult 
and facilitators

Create a shared 
foundation of 

knowledge 
between 

youth/young adult 
and facilitators

Build mentor 
confidence  

with self- serve 
resources for 
time- of- need

Self- serve content 
allows for focus 

on hands- on 
practice in 
mentoring

Instructor- led 
activities can 
focus on role- 

play for 
mentors

Instructor- led 
activities focused on 

elements of the 
program 

strengthens mentor 
ability to deliver

How do mentor & 
mentee kickoff the 

program with a shared 
foundation? Discuss 

historical context, 
mentor shares their 

goal for mentoring, etc

How do mentors 
share information 

with mentee? 
What can they 

share?

Translate mentor 
PDFs into self- serve 

and create 
replacement 

supports like slides 
to present to 

mentee

Preparing 
mentees will help 
them get the most 

out of the 
mentoring 

programming

What action items 
and "homework" 
can mentees do 
outside of the 

mentor sessions?

What resources 
will help mentees 

achieve their 
action plan post 

mentorship?

06

Use community 
portion of app for 

introductions 
prior to in- person 

meetings

Habitudes 
online 

discussion 
for SFs

Understand 
the main goals 

of the 
platform for 

youth/YA



Feedback
"Some consensus (though further 
discussion needed) want to design the 
self- serve so that it’s great if they do it, 
but if don’t can still move onto the next 
section."

2022 myPath Program Audit

"We want to move from a more 
prescriptive to a less prescriptive 
format"

What does 
this mean 

to/for 
myPath?

What 
might this 
look like?

Follow up Questions

"Need to figure out how to curate 
and how they can access self- serve 
based on some of the indicators we 
get from their initial assessment or 
key points of information they share 
throughout the system as they go."

Are these 
indicators/cri
teria of users 
documented?

How would 
you group 
different 

users?

"How would that impact the young 
person’s journey in the system? How 
many attempts do they get? Don’t 
want to be punitive or cancel people 
out. Some strong concern about 
extremely vulnerable youth getting 
frustrated and not coming back they 
didn’t complete something correctly. 
How do we give them aid as if we 
were in person?"

How do you 
define 

assessments?

How do 
you define 
tollgates?

How are 
assessments and 
tollgates different 
for implementors 
vs participants?

Does this mean 
that no tollgates 
or barriers are 

needed to move 
onto next piece of 

content?

Does this 
mean no 

assessments 
or tollgates to 
completion?

"Newark has young money managers who 
do the facilitating – how do you create a 
plan that includes multi- faceted 
programs"

What does 
a multi- faceted 
program mean? 

What does it 
look like?

"Organizational supports (outside of Fin. 
cap program) – e.g. Loraina’s certification 
series that she previously led (also found 
in the documents inventory on Google 
Drive). Many staff didn’t understand 
payroll and how decisions were made, 
and what questions to ask to convince 
their staff to make adjustments. This 
series helped with that. It was a deeper 
dive around areas that we traditionally 
don’t have time to go in Fin Cap 
training/program."

Certifications, 
deep dives 

- how do these 
currently 

work?

"Onboarding should be customized for 
various audiences, various creative ways 
of reaching them with similar material"

Why does 
onboarding need 
to be customized 

per 
audience/progra

m?

What 
barriers 
might 

youth face?



Feedback
2022 myPath Program Audit

Themes

Strategy

Onboarding to Programs

Assessments and Tollgates

Continuing Education (Post- Program)

Blended 
approach in 

LMS, look 
and feel

Customization 
per audience

Content 
available to 

all 
programs

Assessment 
and criteria 

per audience 
segment

Historical context: 
101 vs 102 or 

intro via LMS, with 
custom hands- on

Introduction 
to myPath, 

what is 
needed

Special intro to 
programs for 

Youth: the 
"why", what do 

they get out of it

Toolkits

Outline supports, 
taxonomy of 
supports per 
program or 

audience

how- tos 
(e.g. using 
the LMS)

Program 
supports

templates

NEED: planned 
assessment and 
understanding of 

why 
customization is 

needed

Onboarding 
Outline per 

content topic 
aligned with 

audience
Taxonomy of 

toolkits (supports) 
currently available 

or needed per 
program per 

audience

Completed in 
different ways: 

individually, 
peer groups, 
instructor- led

Pathways or 
content topics 

for future 
learning

What are your 
future plans or 

goals per 
program?

Barriers to 
completing 

in timely 
manner

Allow users to 
move on even 

if not 
everything is 
completed

What 
barriers are 

known?

What 
assessments/tollg

ates are 
appropriate to 

record progress?

What  is on 
the content 
roadmap?

How are 
programs 
currently 

customized 
per group?



Onboarding (PreReq) Blended Programming

Implementation Tookits

Continuing Education

about mypath

Revised Program Phases
2022 myPath Program Audit

historical context 101

program overview

How do the 4 phases overlap and support each other?

self- serve

Assessment (Platform 
Onboarding)

survey

segment users

historical context 102

hands- on/IL

program activities (IL)

program content (self- serve)

Experience 
cloud

how- to use LMS activity templates

discussion guides

toolkits/supports

informational aids

Backlog (may or may not be a good fit for LMS)

Reflection log On demand 
mentoring Sentiment surveys

on- demand content

learning forums

email newsletter



Curriculum Customization Criteria

Next Steps
2022 myPath Program Audit

Recommendations in moving forward

Prototype

Build a session shell, per 
program, in Appinium using 
blended approach. This will 
help understand the look and 
feel of this approach

What is the criteria used to 
customize curriculum per 
users/cohort? This will help 
understand where/how 
changes or additions are made 
to content (how much 
customization does a program 
really get? why move from a 
more prescriptive to a less 
prescriptive format?)

Onboarding

Review and create:

1. About myPath: create 
content outline

2. Program(s) Overview: what 
to include to introduce each 
program, create content 
outline

3. Historical Context 101: 
what does everyone need to 
know? create content outline

Ask for each item, which user 
segment? does it need 
customization a segment?

Programs

Capture each program using 
Service Design model and 
create prototype session to 
test

Supports

Structure

Actions

Actions

Actions

Goal

Toolkit Ideas

Content

Youth/YA

myPath

Facilitator/Mentor

Program Stage

Post- capture, revise 
"Content" into blended model 
- breakdown into self- serve 
VS IL

1 2 3 4



Segmentation Criteria

Next Steps
2022 myPath Program Audit

Proposed timeline

Prototype

Onboarding

Programs

1 2

3

4

April May June July August September

Wrap up 
audit with 
prototype Begin next 

engagement with 
criteria clarification, 

onboarding 
curriculum outline 
and development.

Once criteria clarified, 
onboarding 

development ongoing, 
begin breakingdown, 

revising, and 
implementing 

programs.

If needed, 
launch 

a prototype to 
test a session 
with audience.



Fin Mentee Persona
Background
- Basic financial fundamentals but looking to learn more
- Has a lot of questions about the financial system
- Curious about specific areas of the financial system
- Already started trying to save, build credit, etc

Goals
I want to learn more about:
- saving strategies
- improve credit
- understand investing
- improve financial confidence
- develop financial stability
- see what the program offers
- strengthen financial knowledge

Shift in financial behavior and confidence that leads to independence in financial 
decision making, completion of action plan

Motivations
- Understand and improve my credit
- Build financial freedom for myself
- Develop a budget and stick to it

Obstacles
- No opportunities to financial education and 
tools
- Doesn't know next steps or best practices after 
trying something
- Needs support in creating a long- term financial 
strategy

Eligibility for Mentor Program
Must be 18+, representative of BIPOC communities, and have access to internet

Youth are ineligible to participate in mentoring:
- if they are under 18
- the mentor may evaluate the assessment report to see if they are ready for the 
program, if not they can be recommended for the Savings education or Credit based on 
the evaluation (in this case the Mentor can act as a Site Facilitator based on their 
knowledge of the Young Adult's needs)

Supports
Outside of Mentor: Mentee can communicate 
with MyPath Staff or Agency they may have 
been recruited from

Relationship with Mentor 
Safety/security procedures and virtual 
engagement strategies established by myPath

What does 
a successful 
journey for 

a mentee look 
like?



Fin Mentor Persona

Skillset
- Effective communication (both verbal and non 
verbal), growth mindset, empathy, 
adaptability, effective listening, reflective 
listening, provide feedback, effective 
questioning, build rapport/ relationship, 
intuitive, observant
- Foundational financial coaching concepts and 
ability to teach these concepts to a client, 
ability to use technology for virtual 
engagement and track data

Criteria to be a Mentor
- Ability to demonstrate foundational 
financial knowledge
- Certified or in process of obtaining 
certification to be a financial 
coach/mentor

Successful Journey for Mentor
1) Mentor is selected to be part of MP FM
2) Mentor is onboarded: Logistics, access to 
teach, security policies and procedures, media 
release, confidentiality form. create persona, 
etc.
3) Financial Mentor is trained by MyPath
4) Mentors have ability to reach out for 
additional support and technical assistance
5) Mentors engage mentees (1 on 1)
6) Mentors reflect on process by inputting data
7) Mentors participate in evaluation process at 
end of program

Supports
- Help through existing coaching network 
(coaching debrief, coach to coach support), 
online coaching forums
- MyPath provides toolbox of resources and 
activities that can be utilized to advance 
mentoring engagement, potential for mentor 
learning circles, Mentor Training LMS, request 
for TA from MyPath or other coaches

myPath Materials
- understaning of MyPaths historical impact, 
clarity of Financial Mentoring Model, 
awareness of internal/external resources
- credit checker, financial action plans and 
relative tools like calculators, expense 
trackers, budget templates, etc.

Background
those who have a youth development 
background, those with ability to support with 
debt alleviation, those who have financial 
education background, those wanting to serve 
the youth of their community (typically those who 
wan to give back)

Sourcing Background for Mentors
- Anywhere the coach is certified from, in our case 
AFCPE (if they are AFC or FFC certified). Sage 
Financials is another coaching community where 
FFC are sourced.
- Ideally we would like to source coaches from the 
same or similar communities of youth (for 
increased connectedness) - this may not always 
be the case so also having the ability to support 
mentors from across the country

Information needed for Program 
Mentor Profile
- Qualifications, youth experience, 
certification or working towards 
certification, desire to to serve youth, 
background in coaching, information on 
who they are as person (likes, hobbies, 
interest)
- adding: focus of expertise, managing 
debt, building credit, building budget. 
Geography.

Motivations
- surfacing more of how can they expand their 
coaching practice and clientele to serve youth, 
as MP is the leader in servicing youth with their 
financial needs
- be part of addressing a national issue of 
wealth inequity, prevention based approach as 
opposed to intervention, youth bring new 
learning and themes like crypto to the space

what does 
create 

persona 
mean?



Site Facilitator Persona

Additional Notes
- based CBO (community based organization) missioned aligned with myPath
- 70 active for 2022 (at least one per cohort)
- Programming cycle touchpoints
  - connect with mypath before each cycle
  - meet regularly to discuss challenges, etc
  - end of program, lesson learned review
- Program onboarding
  - discuss the “why” for mypath and CBO leadership

Goals
- sustainable impact on their young people
- driving larger youth outcomes through 
financial capability
- contribute to organization's shift around 
financial capability
- take lessons learned to next opportunity

Motivations
- want to influence youth
- want youth to be successful

Obstacles
- lack of financial knowledge
- may be uncomfortable facilitating money 
talks
- limited resources
- resistance to mypath way
- may lack confidence in delivering myPath’s 
model
- confidence using technology
- understanding myPath organization and 
mission
- confidence in how to motivate youth in 
understanding the importance of banking

Background
- current in- house coordinator at a partner already working with youth/young adults
- Some experience with finance but might not be able to align with youth experience

What does a 
successful 

journey for a 
site facilitator 

look like?



Youth/YA Persona
Background
- high school, new to financial capability context
- Money management
- Basic banking
- Saving goals
- Comes through programs via a partnership program (ex. Youth Build) (ex. NP, County, 
national program)
- A lot of variance in youth - Sexually exploited youth all the way to youth who are 
going to jump into high paying jobs
- Approx 80% of myPath Programming
- start with money management, basic banking, setting savings goal

Goals
- Learn the basics of financial best practices
- Learn how the financial industry works
- Take first financial actions

Motivations
- Build good credit
- Understand the banking and financial system
- Help create a stable financial future
- begin journey towards a career

Obstacles
- Missing educational resources
- Missing best practices and guidance
- Don't have skills to create a strategy/roadmap

Background
- community college, starting their careers; different goals (ex. Housing, car), 
concerned about their credit
- Still starts with money based on an assessment of where they are
- Tends to start with credit
- Offers financial mentoring
- Comes through the program via outreach programs through a program or initiative
- Approx 20% of myPath Programming
- sometimes start with basics (Youth segment), otherwise; credit, mentors engage YA 
on other specific topics (debt managing, college financing, etc)

Youth

Young Adult

Goals
- Learn the basics of financial best practices
- Develop good credit to start making decisions 
about their financial future
- Create a financial strategy for managing 
debt/college costs
- attend college
- transit to job

Motivations
- May feel late in getting a 
handle on finance 
knowledge
- Nervous about starting 
their careers, families, 
making big 
purchases/investments

Obstacles
- Needs guidance from 
those who have experience, 
advice they can trust
- Focused on life after 
college, lots to navigate, 
finance is just another 
"foreign language"

Obstacles for both
- Get paid by check so go to check cashing line
- I don’t have support outside of MyPath around 
finances
- Don’t have direct deposit at my worksite (often 
the case for young people, this is something 
MyPath tries to get agencies to adopt)

What does a 
successful 
journey for 

youth/YA look 
like?


